
3 BENEFITS OF 
OWNING YOUR 
OWN CONCRETE 
BREAKER 
(AND HOW TO CHOOSE 
THE RIGHT ONE)



At Lawsen Equipment, we believe every 
construction crew, landscaper, or farmer with a 
skid steer or excavator deserves attachments 
made to handle normal wear-and-tear without 
requiring constant maintenance.

This is especially important when it comes to 
jobs such as breaking up concrete. Not only can 
it be a difficult and time-consuming task, but it 
is hard to break up concrete and can be 
dangerous if you don't have the right tools for 
the job. 

That’s why we offer a wide range of concrete 
breakers that are designed to make the job 
easier and safer. We offer a variety of sizes and 
types to choose from, so you can find the 
perfect breaker for your needs.

Now, maybe you’re wondering, “Why spend the 
money on purchasing my own concrete breaker 
when I could just rent one every time I need to 
break up concrete?” 

Following are three benefits worth considering 
when it comes to owning your own concrete 
breaker.



Concrete breakers are essential for quickly and efficiently 
getting the job done when you need to remove concrete 
from a construction site or from your own property. They 
allow you to easily access hard-to-reach areas and work 
in close quarters, making them ideal for precision work in 
tight spaces.

Owning your own concrete breaker instead of renting one 
has many benefits, not the least of which is making sure 
you get the right size. If you don’t have the right size for 
your machine, you can damage your equipment.

Taking the time to research and shop around helps you 
find a concrete breaker that is perfectly suited for your 
specific machine. This guarantees you will get the best 
performance and longest life out of both your machine 
and the concrete breaker.

Whether you're looking for a compact concrete breaker for 
a compact skid steer loader or a larger breaker that can 
tackle big construction projects, choosing the right 
concrete breaker will make all the difference. With the right 

PROPER SIZE 
FOR YOUR MACHINE01



concrete breaker on hand, you'll be ready to tackle even 
the most challenging projects with confidence.



NO LONGER DEPENDANT ON 
RENTAL COMPANIES02

When it comes to concrete breaking, rental companies are 
often your only option. The problem is, rental companies can 
be expensive!

Furthermore, with a rented breaker, you may not be able to 
customize settings or attachments like an experienced 
operator could.



Owning a concrete breaker means that you can select one 
with the right power and settings for any job, ensuring that 
breaking up concrete is as efficient and effective as possible.

Picking out the right concrete breaker depends on many 
factors including its size and portability, how much noise it 
makes during use, and the different accessories and 
add-ons available for it. 

By researching these key features when selecting your con-
crete breaker, you can find the tool that will best meet your 
needs and make concrete-breaking projects faster, easier, 
and less stressful.



As one of the most versatile pieces of construction 
equipment, a concrete breaker can be used for a variety of 
tasks on the jobsite. 

Of course, not all concrete breakers are created equal. 
Putting the wrong breaker on the wrong machine can be 
dangerous!

When choosing a concrete breaker, it's important to 
consider the power source (electric or gas), weight, and 
hammer type (pointed or blunt). 

With so many options on the market, it's important to 
consult with an expert to find the right concrete breaker for 
your needs. But once you've found the perfect one, you'll be 
able to reap the many benefits of having a ready and safe 
concrete breaker.

SAFE FOR MACHINE AND 
OPERATOR03



CONCLUSION
Owning your own concrete breaker ensures that you get 
the right sized breaker for your machine, that you are no 
longer dependent on expensive rental companies, and 
that you have the safest experience possible. 

If you're looking for improved efficiency and greater 
independence on the job site, don't hesitate to invest in a 
concrete breaker today!

At Lawsen Equipment, we can’t wait to help you find the 
concrete breaker best suited for your needs. Our 
professionally trained staff can help you consider all the 
necessary components of a durable breaker, such as 
controllability, power, and portability. 

With these features in mind, you can be sure that any 
concrete job is within your reach. 

Working with us is easy. All you have to do is: 

Request a quote today. We look forward to hearing from you!  

01. Request a quote by filling out this simple form
02. Lawsen Equipment reviews your information and 
researches the best-fit concrete breaker
03. You remove concrete with ease!

https://lawsenequipment.com/get-a-quote/

https://lawsenequipment.com/get-a-quote/


